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Text to be supplied and designed
‘Why do you waste your time thinking about photography?’
- Acquaintance
‘If in all ideology men and their circumstances appear upside
down as in a camera obscura, this phenomenon arises just
as much from their historical life-process as the inversion of
objects on the retina does from their physical life process.’
- Marx
Photography is known as varied visual practice (encompassing
the domestic, commercial and fine art realms) but its potential to
mobilise thought, to be a way of thinking, to be a model of thought
itself, or, as Marx (and other thinkers such as Freud and Nietzsche
have testified) to function as a metaphor for broader historical
and political concerns is less well known. Photography, so often
implicated in specific truth claims in regard to historical events
becomes a metaphor for the very possibility of history at all. It is
this peculiar and perhaps unexpected characteristic of the experience
of photograph (to slip so easily from the specific to the general)
that marks out its conceptual and theoretical potential. Marx is
invoked above, not just as specific political signifier, but to indicate
photography’s potential to mark and produce any condition of
ideological or cultural blindness. A potentiality, we must hope
at least, that includes the possibility of producing the opposite
condition through a critical relation to its outputs. That is, one
might say, to revert our eyes from the inversion.
The photographic work presented here provides a rich and
varied offering to thought. Through repeated cycles of discussion
and reflection this work generates a critical relation to our shared
circumstances and concerns. We live in highly complex times and
much of the work here is both consciously and unconsciously opened
and marked by these concerns. Concerns that are sometimes explicit,
but are often invisible, felt at a distance, and are present only at
the edges of the photographic possibility. To practice and think
photography is still to resist the false naturalisation of beliefs
and circumstances.
Paul Tebbs
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Untitled

Diane Bielik
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Untitled

Makeshift Monuments
My father is Hungarian, his name is Attila and he was a
freedom fighter in the 1956 Hungarian revolution. Along
with his elder brother Lászlo he fled Budapest when the
revolt was overthrown. The brothers settled in a then affluent
Bradford, West Yorkshire where in early 1957 The Hungarian
Club was established. Open for 53 years it closed for good
in August 2010. In the final two years of the club’s life I made
these photographs.

		www.dianebielik.co.uk
dianebielik@yahoo.co.uk

ELLA BRYANT
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Untitled

Internal Pressure
Internal Pressure is a collection of sculptures exploring
the states of mind I experienced during a brief episode of
psychosis. I am interested in exploring states of paranoia,
anxiety and de-personalisation, as well as how the loss of
an individual’s presence and grounding allows perceptions,
structures and boundaries to slip and become confused.
The work started with searching for objects that have
resonance with such experiences. I then merge these objects with
photographic images to create assemblages and constructions.
Where the ephemeral photographic portrait of myself

meets the raw physicality of the object a transformation
occurs; the surface coherence of the photograph breaks down
allowing the borders of traditional photographic portraiture
to open out into an expression of psychotic states.
The resulting sculptures are images of the invisible
made visible, interior portraits, physical manifestations
of internal states.
		

 ww.ellabryant.com
w
ellamarybryant@gmail.com
+44 (0)7789 343 212

Justina Burnett
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C5 H7 NO2 + 7 O2 -> 5 CO2 + 3 H2O + NO3- + H+

2 Fe2+ + 2 OH - + O2 -> Fe2O3 + H2O

‘Although the land and sea and air were present, land was
unstable, the sea unfit for swimming, and air lacked light;
shapes shifted constantly, and all things were at odds with
one another, for in a single mass cold strove with warm, wet
was opposed to dry and soft to hard, and weightlessness to
matter having weight.’ - Ovid, ‘Metamorphoses’ Book 1

C6 H12O6 -> 3 CO2 + 3 CH4

Raw Flux
On the periphery of all cities you will find industrial and post
industrial sites. They are both everywhere and nowhere.
They exist out of necessity. We benefit from them on a daily
basis yet they are shunned as ugly and unwanted and kept
inaccessible and hidden from public view.
Ovid saw in nature a violent and transformative force,
constantly shaping the landscape. I see these overlooked
industrial sites in Ovid’s terms as an endless shifting flow of
raw material in a state of continual flux and metamorphosis.
These temporary or permanent changes in material

state are triggered by industry. The photographs reveal
transformations brought about by the action of biological
and chemical processes on organic matter. Fragments of live
chemical reactions are exposed in the vivid hues of oxidised
iron, or the steam and toxic gases released by aerobic and
anaerobic bacterial digestion. The transformation of matter
is the driving force behind the project and a key element in
the coming-into-being of these landscapes.
The force of the images derives from the conflict between
the inexhaustible resilience of nature and the reshaping
power of industry. They are markers of a landscape of
change, traces of human interaction on the physical world
and reminders of our dependence on natural resources.
		www.justinaburnett.com
justinaburnett@me.com
+44 (0)7960 503 650

Alicia Clarke
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Craig

Interval
For Interval I collaborated with professional female
impersonators -- men who perform onstage as women -- to
explore the idea of gendered behaviour. I wanted to identify
a kind of typology of actions that are learned and repeated
in ‘real’ life, that constitute the gestures of femininity.
I wanted to define how ‘woman’ is performed.
Although we initially worked with movement clichés,
mimicking the overtly sexualised poses of modern cultural
imagery, when editing the sessions it was the gentle, delicate
gestures, those which appeared to evidence an experiencing
of the notion of femininity, that I found most interesting. They
seemed to suggest a fluidity between ‘male’ and ‘female’ that

rejected binary inscriptions of gender performance, hinting
instead at a more subjective involvement, referring back
to the individuals habitation of their own body.
In these visually unfinished constructions of ‘woman’,
partway through the transformation from male performer
to exaggerated female persona, men being women, there
exists not only the tension within gender identity, but also
between the ideas of the absolute and the archetype, the
other and the self.
		www.aliciaclarke.com
alicia@aliciaclarke.com
+44 (0)7956 533 304
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Veronique Ducharme
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Untitled

The mystery of the Other is the basis of a play of objects
which forms this series. Clothing are used to create
ephemeral sculptural assemblages that are fixed in the
image before collapsing. These clothes are reminiscent of
the exuvia, worn out and too narrow, left behind by some
insects through the cycles of metamorphosis. They carry the
marks of beings, and show the void left by an absent body,
by a missing body. These presences, filled by absence and
emptiness, look back at us and haunt the space in silence.

		www.veroniqueducharme.com
info@veroniqueducharme.com

Jo Gane
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Horizontal c. 200AD

Triangle c. 10AD

Vertical c. 60AD

Perspectives on Time
Timelines, history, dates, events numbered and charted
chronologically, objects recovered from centuries below to
be polished, preserved and collected. Soil which is plotted,
cleaned, structured to support theories and add context.
The arrangement of time into a spatial dimension constructed
of string, lines, rectangles and circles. Sifting the dirt for
evidence, remains, traces. Scratching away at the mud,

dust and stones to reveal knowledge. Drawing shadows,
both the archaeologist and the photographer, mapping past
existence for future records. Searching for something rare
and extraordinary within the earth.
		

 ww.jogane.co.uk
w
jogane@btinternet.com
+44 (0)7974 174 640

Rab Harling
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Untitled

Abandon Your Dreams
This project is an ontological enquiry into ideological
power structures in society as present in the urban built
environment. It focuses on a ubiquitous symbol of the
capitalist infrastructure, advertising billboards - but empty
ones. Their emptiness reflects the economic anxieties and
tensions present in the structure of the prevailing ideological
system. My series explores the position of the individual
within late-capitalist societal structures and questions the
concept of commodity reflected in billboards, and how these

relate to individual notions of happiness. It addresses directly
the questions of whether our status as individuals has been
undermined as we become tools to consume and generate
growth in order to support a fundamentally flawed ideology,
and whether we have accepted this diminution on the basis
that we are being sold the prospect of happiness.
		

 ww.rabharling.com
w
info@rabharling.com
+44 (0)7956 434 510
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Cameron Haynes
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What it Means to Be - Grayish Yellowish Green

What it Means to Be - Brownish Black

“I have come to understand that it is a complex fate to be
an individual, and that the principle discovery anyone can
make in our world, is to accept just how complex the fate
of identity, actually is. The world’s visual history as well as
its consciousness, yesterday and today, are reminders of
what continues to be almost completely undefined, forms
of profound and stubborn systems of classification, methods
of identification that maintain the unique and controversial
qualities of the very word ‘colour’. Herein lie buried many
things which if read with patience, may show the strange
meaning of being an individual. This problem kind reader
is not without interest to you, for the problem of this

What it Means to Be - Yellowish White

Century continues and remains to be, the absurd notion
of being ‘coloured’.”
‘What it Means to Be’, is a sketch, in vague, an uncertain
outline, a conscious and unconscious world, in which
all people are defined, live and strive, held together by
ambiguous systems of identification that bind us and of
which we are all bound and defined by the surface.
(Inspired and taken from the words of James Baldwin
& W.E.B DuBois)
		

 aynescameron@hotmail.com
h
+44 (0)7825 662 572
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Kelly Hill
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Untitled, # 22

Untitled, # 08

Untitled, # 19

In the Cities
Time-stilled space-slowed
My project is a game. I arrive at an unfamiliar home at
dusk and ask what worlds the children would like to create.
They select their own props and I withdraw to observe them
from the outside.
I believe there is a connection between the way we learn
to see things as a child and the way we absorb information
through our senses as adults. Part of my nature as a child
was to get lost in the way things felt, to become absorbed
in the game to the point where imagination and reality
become one and the same.
Thresholds, windows and membranes that divide the
interior from the exterior are important as they explore

the separation between the internal (psyche) and the
external (culture), and the boundary between the personal
and the shared.
The work grew out of a documentary practice that
observed the city as a stage and culminated in a series of
uncanny mini-narratives that appear to have been drawn
from the everyday. By repeating the game and creating
a series the work takes on a strange mythical quality that
delves into the imaginative world of childhood were fact
and fiction merge.
		

 ww.kellyhill.co.uk
w
info@kellyhill.co.uk

Suzanne Hoff
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Untitled

Never, after moving away, had she thought of the two
different shades of fake grass under the swing in the garden
she grew up in. Swinging, 18 years later, she can clearly
see them in her mind, wondering now if they are still there.
[...] With her head down, lost in memories and thought, she
finds herself in the ‘rear-facing seat of her walk’, not so much
anticipating what is coming, but encountering items as they
pass. She comes across items that at a first glance look like

a jewel or flower and turn out to be trash. The items are
dropped and forgotten, remnants from a past time, as are
the memories her mind comes across continuously. Memories
that determine her repetitive route, ever returning or forever
there to return to.
		

suzanne_hoff@hotmail.com
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Preben Holst
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Matt on his way home

The tallest tree
James with the bleeding knee

Ben

Chapter five or six
The characters and events depicted in this story are fictional.
Any similarity to any actual persons, or to any actual events
is coincidental and unintentional.
The stories I`m making consist of the stories ever made,
the stories never made. New chapters and characters appear
and reappear. Sometimes my actors meet up on time and
know all the lines. They`re focused on giving me the image
I`m looking for, or the image they want me to see. Other
Waithing for direction

times they stumble across the words or get lost on the way.
The friend they bring along isn`t the one I was expecting, but
still ends up with all the lines. Sometimes the set is broken but
there`s no button to pause. What is here will disappear so I
look through the lens and take the picture. These are things
that never happened. It`s right up front, waiting for the cue.
		

 rebenholst.com
p
fotopreben@yahoo.com

Lee Hooper
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Alex part 1

Anthony part 1

Phil part 1

Jonathon part 1

The Age of Expectation
We’re all here with the primal expectations of procreation,
and to provide apparently. These expectations have blurred,
with the big decision-making coming later on life. Giving Man
time to grow, develop and centre himself. One process has
involved making the work a deeper emotional investment
into my subjects.
The subjects of the project are all men of similar age to
my own, and were more like respondents, in that their stories
were informed by a contextual and emotive tenderness.
Jonathan is a friend of mine. I met him whilst we were
both struggling through an arduous day of mindless retail
selling. Jono as he’s known to his friends, lives in Old Street
in a small studio with his girlfriend. I went round one day
to meet up and talk about all things from the weather to our
favourite architecture. Of course, the photography was the

unspoken element that was dominating our conversation.
We spoke about masculinity as a multi-facetted entity, where
like in the workplace or formal occasions, our behaviour is
decided by the context we are in.
Right on cue, like a scene from a seedy pornographic film,
the plumber turned up when we were talking. Jono turned his
attention to the plumber, gruffly grunting, going ‘ere mate,
over here. Yeah’. The plumber left and I interrogated Jono
on his character adaptation.
Jono then said ‘I feel like with some blokes, you have to
man it up, be more of a traditional man. It’s like standing
your ground, putting up that boundary’.
		www.leehooper.co.uk
www.thisisleehooper.blogspot.com
leehooperphotography@gmail.com

Richard Install
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Video Still [SD 4:3 1m 33s]

Scientific ideas lie at the heart of the physical universe around
us. Science can explain so much but is truly understood by so
few. My films are attempted glimpses into, or demonstrations
about, the universe and the scientific theories that hold it
together. My work specifically focuses on a number of areas
of the scientific world. Firstly, ideas or theories which appear
to be paradoxes. Secondly, things that appear seemingly
impossible to grasp or comprehend. Finally ideas that are
highly theoretical and have as of yet neither been proved or
disproved. Ideas within the science world that have still to be

resolved, range from the most simple things which everyone
takes for granted, to the most complicated ideas about the
universe. Science, like art requires the spectator to have faith
in what they are being shown and or told. My videos play with
this notion and explore the relationship, as well as knowledge
gap, between the artist or scientist and the viewer.
		

 ww.richardinstall.com
w
info@richardinstall.com
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Untitled

Caroline James
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Untitled

Indefinite Ground
‘Landscape is tension: a tension between proximity and
distance, mind and body, sensuous immersion and detached
observation. The word landscape describes the mutual
embeddedness and interconnectivity of self, body, knowledge
and land - landscape is the world we live or dwell in.’
(John Wylie, Landscape)
These images of coastal erosion in East Suffolk document
the continuation of moments observed during repeated
visits over a long period of time. The emptiness and
stillness of these images belies the perpetual, incremental
disappearance of the land. They explore the process of
change and instability, recording the visible traces and
aftermath of geological topography slowly being erased.

There is often little evidence of destruction, the changes
are almost imperceptible as the land and its ecology are
dissolved and reshaped over time by the relentless impact
of natural forces.
Nature’s complex combinations of law and chance,
order and chaos, indeterminacy and uncertainty underlie
the visible surface. These images look into ‘geological time’
but also engage with past, present and future. These shifting
locations reveal the transience of nature and our uneasy
relationship with it.
		

 ww.carolinejames.co.uk
w
caroline@csjames.com
+44 (0)7939 551 490

Orestis Kalvaris
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Untitled

Never. Here.
The soul is supposedly divine,
eternal.
And it lends these qualities to the body.
After all, god allegedly created man
in his own image.
But if the variable ‘soul’ is removed from the human being equation,
what is left?
The image of god?
The image of man? The question inevitably changes.
‘Who am I’ desperately turns to ‘what am I’. The body reveals itself as matter.
Vainly gasping,
for eternity, deification.
But the image
is eternal.
Denial.

www.kalvaris.com
mail@kalvaris.com
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Amsterdam

Maxim Kelly
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Amsterdam detail

Incident
As a photographer I spent too much time attempting to
recreate and photograph the images that existed in my
mind. By seeing selectively, I felt like I was screening out
many other interesting and fortuitous moments. If I was
looking for something in particular, perhaps I was missing
something else? The saying goes, “You don’t take a photo,
you make a photo.” I inverted this notion, by becoming
passive, and intentionally harnessing chance to see if it could
come up with better ideas. The camera is well suited to the
capture of chance occurrences. And photographs can insist
on reviewing moments that were unseen or passed in the
taking. My proposition therefore was simple; would I get
more if I initially scanned without seeking?
For this body of work I adopted an Orwellian viewpoint.
The privileged position from which these photographs were

taken, allowed for the unaware surveillance and complete
observation of the subjects below. The approach then was
to retrospectively create imagined narratives mainly through
erasure, in post-production. Objects, line of sight, body
language or gesture suddenly take on different meanings
when isolated. Making something out of nothing, suddenly
everything becomes interesting and deserves a second look
. A dystopian tone is an underlying theme throughout, as
these photographic tableaux all hint towards the site of a
transgression or the scene of a crime. This work is about
misinformation, the manipulation and rewriting of events
and the denial of photographic truth.
		

 ww.maximkelly.com
w
maxim@maximkelly.com

Hana Knizova
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Untitled

“Sklad ojetych radosti naproti pres chodbu
pred nej, do dveri vylevam zbytky
ze dna, z tech krajinek dusevnich
tak vytvarim zrcadla spinavych kaluzi
a nahlizim
jak moc jsme pruchozi.”
I’s diary
IO
The series of photographs aims to examine the psychological
process behind the distorted self-perception of the body,
often conditioned by psychological disorder. IO concerns
the relationship between mental discomfort and external
inescapable boundaries of the body. The images hope
to bring out something from inside the body - invisible
yet present.

www.hanaknizova.com
hana@hanaknizova.com
+44 (0)7757 490 484
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Untitled Video Still

Amie LeeKing
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Untitled Video Still

I am interested in when words fail; when they cannot
convey what needs to be said. They are not enough. What
happens when expectations are not met, when we experience
desire and loss. In turn, how internal landscapes manifest
themselves physically - small gestures that illustrate internal
struggles and tensions.
I am highlighting a moment within a domestic drama.
The narrative is much larger than that moment, it
continues outside the frame, both before and after. And
that continuation is just as important as the moment. It
is a seemingly banal, yet pivotal moment that suggests
a relational experience. The dramas are based in told

narratives, then I insert myself in the stories. Where the
stories end and I begin is not of importance. There is a
blurring of reality and fiction.
The subject/photographer relationship is important to me.
It is a collaborative process with friends. There is chemistry
not only between the subjects who are intimately involved in
each other’s lives, but also with myself. This is important as
it allows for a certain level of closeness. In addition, it allows
for an element of authenticity within the staged scene.
		

 ww.amieleeking.com
w
amieleeking@yahoo.com
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Bodies in ELATION, video still

Olivia McGilchrist
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Head in ELATION, video still

ELATION
‘Dance as if you were in a nightclub, to loud electronic
dance music.’
Fully rapt in their performances, isolated figures react to
this prompt, moving across the screen in a variety of styles.
The movements of their bodies play on a seemingly private
moment within a usually shared experience.
The lighting is stripped down, the atmosphere, the drugs
and the crowd have been removed to focus on dancing
as an individual experience of music, the most striking
form of expression I have witnessed.

		

 ww.oliviamcgilchrist.com
w
oliviamcgilchrist@gmail.com
+44 (0)7877 353 020
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Guillaume Mercier
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Archetype 2B

Archetype 1A

Archetype 5A

The Archetypes Series presents in a typological format
contemporary expressions of archetypal characters from storytelling traditions. These characters historically and globally
populate the worlds of faith and received wisdom as expressed
in religious texts, mythological traditions and fairy tales, and
the worlds of entertainment such as in film and the theatre.
Participants in the industries of film, theatre and print
advertising, the photographed subjects of this series work
as actors and models typecast to neatly fit into archetypal
characters. For example, Helena Biggs generally plays the
role of a seductress or a prostitute, Frank Scully mostly plays
criminals and corrupt policemen, and Norman Peachman has
played wizards, druids and high priests.
The archetype that these roles embody such as the
femme fatale, the courtesan, the outlaw or the wise old man,

can be said to embody an immaterial idea. For example,
the wise old man can stand for spirituality, wisdom or
experience, and the femme fatale may symbolize the
danger of one’s own desires.
The participants were directed and asked to express
their interpretation of the archetype, and could wear what
they would have for a casting in role. The horizontal image
format and dark background serve to remove narrative
context and isolate the archetype, as well as to reiterate
the cinematic context of this contemporary expression
of ancient narrative tropes.
		

 ww.guillaume-mercier.com
w
info@guillaume-mercier.com
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Jeff Metal
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Untitled 2

Untitled 1

ENTRIES
Hello friends, welcome to my diary. I hope we can spend
some time together relishing in the fun and frolics of my
life as a teenage boy. (Personal diary, 9th Nov 1994)
The river holds abundant metaphors relating to the
complexities of life. It has a past, a future; it negotiates
obstructions, changes pace, harnesses growth and reflects
that which looks upon it.
I have been taking walks in a minor tributary of the
Thames in an area of suburban South London in which I
have spent most of my (32) years growing up. Plunging
myself into this obscured backwater, along with an awkward
baggage of photographic equipment, was for the purpose
of contemplation, a chance to consider and decode my past

through this meditative act of making artwork.
I consider these river walks and all that I experienced to
be a major part of the artwork, but a part only experienced
by myself. What I offer to the viewer are photographs of
unique reflective perspectives resulting from my time in the
river. Together with the addition of floating extracts of text
from my teenage diaries, the works are a translation in
which an alternative immersive experience and thought
process can be gained.
		

 ww.jeffmetal.com
w
jeff@jeffmetal.com
+44 (0)7816 285 313

ELISA NOGUERA
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Untitled
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Untitled

Perhaps finally alone
In this work I am drawn to textures, miscalculated lines,
and imperfect circles.
Photographs have an exasperating insistence on
reproducing whatever is left in front of the camera.
By making every mistake relevant, they become so easy
to look at, and so difficult to understand.
By using simple homely fragments and with help
from some little dainty creatures, submerged in excessive

patterns, I try to highlight the uncomfortable corners of our
comfortable surroundings, to create an absurd combination
of foolish melancholy and incomplete comedy.
		
		
		

www.elisanoguera.com
info@elisanoguera.com
+44 (0)7868 716 867
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36.561127, -118.7674

Emma Jane Spain
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Home

Echo
Could scale and volume act as a soother of anxieties
caused by the instability of travel?
− •• −• •− −•−• −−− −− • •••• −−− −− •

www.emmajanespain.com
emma_jane_spain@yahoo.co.uk

Michael Thomas
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Untitled (Grid)

EVERYWHERE I WILL HAVE BEEN…
Everywhere I will have been… is an external memory. An
archive of image data from past, present, and future journeys.
It is an exploration into the authenticity of our memories and
the ability of digital photographs to ratify what has been.
The journey may not have been taken, the body may not have
been present, the photograph only exists as transformed

binary code, the memory may be false. The ongoing archive
has presence but no material substance. It is an archive,
not for scholarly comparison of its elements, but for the
preservation of memories, real, imagined and projected.
		www.mikethomas-studio.com
info@mikethomas-studio.com
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Northala Fields

Megan Townley-Wakelin
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Ingrebourne Hill

‘Waste Prospects’ is concerned with the transformation of
landfill into landscape, dump into destination. Providing us
with a new and unexpected viewpoint on the capital, the
location and circumstance of these sites also offers us an
unfamiliar reflection on London as a city.
Whilst the elevated view is conventionally a preserve
of the privileged and increasingly associated with affluent
residential areas, the emergence of these artificial mounds

can serve to democratise the view. A cumulative result of
both good intent and logistical convenience these new human
landscapes provide a new platform to contemplate our
relationship to the landscape.
		

 ww.megantw.com
w
megan_tw@hotmail.com
+44 (0)7927 900 098
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Katie Weismann
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I Think It’s Time I Introduce Myself.

What is real, and how do you define real? Reality is
subjective. Reality is an illusion. Reality does not exist.
The conscious and unconscious minds are interconnected,
which therefore creates a distorted illusion of a supposed
reality. Our memories are faulty, and consequently skew
the perceptions of experiences and dreams, and vice versa,
often meshing them together.

www.katieweismann.com
kw@katieweismann.com
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D.Wiafe
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Kwabena

Obayerafo
It is the mystery behind my given name and in the sum of
my parts, that is at heart of this story. A story on the transient
and unclear picture of being a British born Ghanaian.
* Obayerafo, in the Ghanaian language of Twi means Lost Child

		



		

 ww.dwiafe.com
w
info@dwiafe.com
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Paul Winch-Furness
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Passante 02
Passante 01

Passant(e)
I have used as inspiration the ‘missed connections’ adverts
people place in popular newspapers in an attempt to
reconnect with a person glimpsed and desired.
What I am certain of is that the moment exists in the
viewer’s mind, momentarily and then is lost. What inspires
me and what I want to capture and portray is the moment as
recalled through the eyes of the person placing the message.
Their recollection of the glimpse and the desire it gave life to.
This work is not the memory of the sighting, but an
exploration of the aftermath. The context within which desire

and fantasy were formed. The narrative in ordinary stuff
around us that is forever changed by a moment when desire
was born. The objects and surroundings become fetishes
in which the fantasist seeks refuge from reality and the
pain of the loss of the moment and in which he or she
forms their alternative fantasy.
		

 ww.winch-furness.com
w
paul@winch-furness.com
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Untitled filmstill

Eleni Xintaras
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Untitled filmstill

This body of work embraces the still and moving image
An extended moment - a process unfolding
The language of materials and objects
A small gesture - an interior rhythm
What remains of a gesture
Oblique refrains - an inscrutable message
An economy of means
The corporeality of objects dissolving into ephemeral connections
An engagement with ambivalent feelings
A world beautiful and eerie
A mute airlessness
The weight of my skin and bones and the unknown

www.elenixintaras.com
e_xintaras@hotmail.com
+44 (0)7796 488 221
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Renhui Zhao

Winner, 2008/9 Phylliidae Convention, Tokyo
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Special Mention, 2008 Phylliidae Convention, Tokyo

Abe morosus

Special Mention, 2008 Phylliidae Convention, Tokyo

New Culture Award, 2008 Phylliidae Convention, Tokyo

The Great Pretenders
For more than fifty years, the Phylliidae Study Group
from The Institute of Critical Zoologists have been producing
a quarterly journal documenting their research on these
camouflage insects. The journal carries many articles of
their activities.
Leaf insects are part of the superfamily Phylliidae
which belongs to the order Phasmatodae. The name of
the order derives from the Latin ‘phasma’ meaning phantom,
apparition, spectre or ghost: the majority of the species
camouflage themselves as sticks and leaves and are
hardly detectable.
One of the continuing efforts of the Phylliidae Study
Group is in hybridizing Phylliidae. Recent advancements in
technology have allowed the group to create hybrids which

mimic its foodplant like never before. These new hybrids
are so well-camouflaged that detection becomes extremely
difficult even to skilled observers.
The best of these hybrids come together every year at the
Phylliidae Convention in Tokyo, Japan, where the species are
shown along with their foodplants and their proud owners.
A panel of judges, made up of respectable Phasmid scientists
from around the world, will judge the winning Phylliidae
according to the aesthetic appearance of each individual
together with its foodplant.
		The Institute of Critical Zoologists
www.criticalzoologists.org
renhui@criticalzoologists.org
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AWARDS AND PRIZES
The Sproxton Award for Photography
The Sproxton Award for Photography is presented each
year to the best student in the MA Photography Final
Show at the London College of Communication (LCC),
as judged by a panel of photography professionals. The
winners receive £1000 to help kickstart their careers in
photography. The prize was set up in memory of Andrew
Sproxton who, in 1972, together with Val Williams,
created the Impressions Gallery of Photography in York,
one of the first specialist photography galleries in the
UK and Europe.
www.sproxtonphotographyaward.org

Photofusion Award
Continuing our support of young and emerging
photographers, we are delighted to be presenting
the Photofusion Award to a photographer from the
MA Photography course at LCC. The Award will be
presented to a photographer whom we feel has a fresh
approach to the medium, and whose work provokes
and challenges the viewer. The prize will be £200 of
vouchers to spend on any of the facilities at Photofusion.
These include: digital bureau, film processing, darkroom,
studios, professional development and training.
www.photofusion.org

Rhubarb-Rhubarb Award
Rhubarb-Rhubarb is delighted to offer a one to one Artists
Development Session to two of the LCC MA Photographers,
chosen by RR from the show. The sessions are 20 minutes
and use the portfolio, artists ambition and skills, to
consider future options and opportunity. These sessions
run regularly in London, in association with DMB Media
at The Leathermarket, near London Bridge.
www.rhubarb-rhubarb.net
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Thank you
MAP 10 would like to thank:
Anne Williams, Wiebke Leister, Paul Tebbs, Carey Young, Susan Butler,
Sophy Rickett, Suky Best, Wendy Ennis, John McCarthy, Borg Vogeler,
Daniel Salmon, Ian Collison, Antony Petrou, Val Williams, Ben Cave,
The Sproxton Photography Award, Photofusion, Rhubarb Rhubarb
and Fujifilm for all their help and support.

SPONSORS

CONTACT
For information about the MAP 10 show or MA Photography
at the London College of Communication please contact:
Anne Williams
a.williams@lcc.arts.ac.uk
+44 (0)20 7514 6815
www.map10.co.uk
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© All works of art, copyright the artists
All rights reserved
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Design: Ben Cave
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www.map10.co.uk

